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Abstract 
A biometric system is an automatic identification system based 
on a unique template or feature matching. Biometric system is 
one of the methods that is used now a days as an useful 
authentication system. Iris recognition system is among the 
most reliable and unique biometric identification system. The 
approach in this paper is to create an authentication biometric 
system using iris recognition with parallel approach. So far the 
works done in this field are mostly sequential and takes a lot of 
time to function. Our approach in this paper is to make the iris 
recognition system more efficient by parallelizing it. 
Keyword: 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Biometric system is nothing but a authentication system 
that match the templates generated by the system, with 
the actual input factors or the images. If the templates are 
matched then authentication is given otherwise 
authentication is not given. There is a plenty number of 
biometric system available in the market, some of them 
are face recognition system, retina checking system, 
sound authentication system, heart sound detection 
system. The face recognition system works the same way 
by matching the previously stored templates from the 
database with the actual input face image. The system 
may also run for low resolution images. It may affect the 
quality of the image but for the system it is not a barrier 
to match the low resolution input image with the high 
resolution templates or patterns. The sound checking or 
the heart sound checking system works with the recorded 
heart sound which is further transformed into binary 
input matrix values. The retina checking system works 
with the retina portion of the human eye image and 
matches it with the system images. In all the cases the 
input factors are generated by the system. The input  
image or input factor then transformed into some 
mathematical forms that are considered to be the 
templates or the patterns [2], [4], [6 These iris code better 
known as templates or features or templates are then 
compared with the templates stored inside the database. 
There are two possibilities, the subject is identified or 
else it is not matched and the subject remains 

unidentified [2], [4], [8].This is how a biometric as well 
as an iris recognition system works. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The iris recognition system is considered to be the most 
stable and constant reliable biometric system because the 
iris recognition system is the system which works with 
the iris area of the eye, and the iris area structure remains 
unchanged from 6 months age till death. The retina 
structure may change after a certain age but the iris area 
remains unchanged. That is why iris recognition system 
is considered to be more reliable and constant system 
than retina checking. The existing methods for iris 
recognition are mostly based on 4 stages; those are 
acquisition, segmentation, normalisation and matching. 
Some existing algorithms are proposed for each of the 
phases. Among them some efficient segmentation 
methods are edge detection [14], [15] and circular haugh 
transformation. In edge detection loads of methods are 
available, listed as, canny [14], sobel, Prewitt, Robert, 
zero crossing edge detection methods etc. For 
transforming the image circular haugh transform method 
is used. Daugman’s rubber sheet method is used as an 
efficient normalisation method and cumulative sum 
based method is used in extracting the feature. Finally for 
matching Euclidian distance calculation or hamming 
distance calculation method is used.   From the angle of 
feature extraction, previous iris recognition methods are 
generally divided into three major categories: phase-
based methods [3], zero-crossing representation method 
[1], [2] and texture-analysis based methods [1]. Some 
parallelising approaches are proposed using FPGA 
hardware architecture [13]. In this paper, we propose a 
new iris recognition algorithm with parallel approach. 

3. DESIGN 

The iris recognition system as discussed above has 5 
different phases and in most of the cases those are 
implemented in a sequential way. The sequential or the 
traditional model of the existing iris recognition system 
is given below. 
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Fig 1: General diagram of phases of iris recognition system 

All the 5 stages are implemented in a sequential manner 
and the time required for the execution in sequential 
manner is shown in the diagram below. 
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Fig 3: Time taken in sequential execution 
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Fig 2: Time taken in sequential execution 

As depicted in the diagram, in sequential processing, all 
the phases are implemented in a linear or sequential way 
and the time required is stretched from the very first 
phase to the last phase. This model is not efficient as it 
takes a huge amount of time to execute it in a sequential 
way. In our system the time required is much lesser than 
the sequential approach. In our approach all the phases 
are implemented in parallel so the execution time is 
much lower than the sequential approach. The time 
difference between the sequential and parallel approach 
makes the parallel system much more efficient than serial 
system. 

 

Fig 4: Block diagram of a typical iris identification system. 
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Fig 5: Basic functions 

4. IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of the system has five different 
phases. They are image acquisition, segmentation, edge 
detection, haugh transformation, normalization, 
cumulative sum based feature extraction and finally 
matching by comparing the hamming distance. All the 
phases are implemented in parallel way. The 
implementation details for each stage are given below. 

A. Image Acquisition   
Image acquisition is a method for capturing the image by 
web cam and cropping the useful part from it, and it may 
be implemented by the image acquisition toolbox 
available in MATLAB. In our system we are working 
with static images previously stored in the database, 
though we can use the image previewing by using the 
image acquisition toolbox. 

B. Segmentation:  
Segmentation is needed for pointing out that much 
portion of area which is needed from the whole eye 
image. It has two different phases. Circular haugh 
transform is one of the method for segmenting the 
portion. Segmentation [2], [4], [5] also includes the edge 
detection methodologies. Certain edge detection methods 
are there, like canny [13], sobel, Robert, zero crossing, 
prewitt, gabor wavelet [15] methods etc.  In our approach 
we are using Canny’s edge detection method [15]. 
Segmentation has two different subparts, they are, 
a) Edge Detection: Edge detection [13], [14], [15] is the 
method for detecting the edge pixel coordinates of the 
eye image captured by the acquisition toolbox. The 
boundary coordinates are separated from the rest of the 
image based on the intensity value of the pixel and the 
strength of them. There are many methods that are used 
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in detecting the edge like canny [13], sobel, prewitt, 
Robert, zero crossing methods. But the most efficient one 
in our approach is Canny’s edge detection method [13]. 
b) Circular haugh transform: To find line patterns within 
an image, Hough transform is used. In finding circles 
from an image as in our case implementation using 
simple Hough transform is a tough task for that reason 
we will be using circular haugh transform (CHT). The 
Circular hough transform (CHT) aims to find circular 
patterns within an image. CHT aims to find circular 
patterns centre coordinates and the radius of the eye.  The 
algorithm is given below 
First find edges. For every point in the edge draw a circle 
with a center in the point in the edge with radius r and 
increase each and every coordinates that the perimeter of 
the circle passes through in the accumulator space. 
Thirdly, find one or several maxima in the accumulator 
space and lastly, map the parameters (r,a,b) according to 
the maxima of the original image. 

 

Fig 6:  A Circular Hough transform from the x,y-space 

 

Fig 7: Edge points detected in the Accumulator space 

C. Normalisation 

Once the eye image is properly segmented, the next stage 
is to normalize it to allow comparison and for giving it a 
fixed dimension [11]. The problem in consistency is 
caused by the stretch and decrease in size of the pupil for 
the varying level of light and illumination [1], [2], [4], 
[7]. The method used to implement is Daugman’s rubber 
sheet model. The normalization process will produce iris 
regions [6], which have the same constant dimensions. 
Its main task is to produce a rectangular stripe from the 
segmented iris region to form consistent values of 
rectangular matrix. 

a) Daugman’s rubber sheet model: The daugman’s  
rubber sheet model developed by John Daugman which 

remaps each point within the iris area to a pair of polar 
coordinates (r,θ) where r is the radius on the interval of 
[0,1] and θ is angle varying from 0 to 2π. 

 

Fig 8: Normalisation of concentric region to rectangular 50 X 1000 
pixel normalised matrix stripe. 

D. Feature Extraction 
To provide proper iris recognition of image, the feature 
or pattern of the iris region must be extracted properly. 
The feature extraction [1], [2], [3], [5], [7] is nothing but 
the process of generation some patters or templates from 
the normalised eye image to work with or to compare 
them with the input images. Feature extraction is the 
method of extracting the patterns or templates Various 
methods for feature extraction are available, like 
Daugman’s method [8], sum based method [2], ordinal 
feature [5] extraction methods etc. In our approach, the 
cumulative sum based method is used as a feature 
extraction method. 

a) Cumulative sum based change Analysis:  

After normalization the normalized image is used for the 
feature extraction. The method is named cumulative sum 
based method because the cumulative sum is calculated 
from the cell areas or region. Overall feature extraction 
processing is described stepwise. Firstly, divide the 
normalized iris image into basic cell areas to calculate 
cumulative sums [2].(one cell area is a m x n pixel size). 
Secondly, group the cell areas in both horizontal 
direction and vertical direction. (Five basic cells are 
grouped into one group). Thirdly, calculate cumulative 
sums [2] over the each group using equation 2. Lastly, 
generate iris feature codes which are nothing but some 
pixel values in binary format stored inside and 
rectangular input matrix. 

 

Fig 9: Cell grouping both horizontally and vertically 
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We have chosen the cumulative sum based change 
analysis method for feature extraction [2]. The image 
dimension taken here is 50x1000. Next we are grouping 
10x10 pixels of the image in both horizontal and vertical 
directions into the input matrix. The average gray value 
is stored inside a 2D array. A maximum of five cells are 
taken in consideration for forming one group in both 
horizontal and vertical manner.  

The cumulative sums are calculated as follows: 
Suppose that Y1, Y2……Y5 be the five representative 
values of each cell regions within  group (horizontal or 
vertical). 

     
1 2 3 4 5

5
Y Y Y Y YY + + + +

=   (2)            

First calculate the average. Then calculate cumulative 
sum from 0: 0CS  = 0. Calculate the other cumulative 
sums by adding the difference between current value and 
the average to the previous sum, 
      1 ( )i i iCS CS Y Y= − + −  for i=1,2,3,4,5  (3) 

After calculation of the cumulative sums ( iCS ), 
binary iris codes are for generated for each cell by 
comparing the cumulative sum values ( iCS ). The binary 
iris codes are stored inside a rectangular metric. This 
algorithm generates iris codes by analyzing the changes 
of grey values of iris patterns [2]. This matrix of a 
particular dimension is considered as the pattern or the 
feature of the iris region in our system. It consists of 
basic binary pixel values stored inside matrix. This 
feature is considered as pattern in matching phase for 
calculating the hamming distance by comparison.   
 

E. Matching 
Matching phases comes in the last phase after all the 

initial phases and the templates or features generated in 
the feature extraction method is taken as the input value 
for matching the iris image with the iris codes[6]. The 
methods that are used for this purpose are Hamming 
Distance [2], [11], Weighted Euclidean Distance and 
normalised correlation, Fragile Bit Distance[11] etc. In 
this paper hamming distance [11] is applied for matching 
the templates or the iris code [6]. Hamming distance 
calculation is less complex than the Euclidean or Fragile 
bit distance calculation method. More over it simply 
calculate the difference between the iris codes or the 
distance by using the simple XOR operation over the 
plotted matrix of the binary iris codes.  
 
a) Hamming Distance: Hamming distance[11] is a 
method that calculate the bit difference by using the 
XOR operation on the iris patterns. The distance 
calculated is nothin but the bit difference of the iris 
patterns. It calculate the distance or difference between 

two templates or patterns and detetecs that the input 
image’s template and the image in the iris database are 
same or not by comparing the calculated hamming 
distance with certain threshold value previously set. In 
our case we are considering the threshold value 149.5. 
The hamming distance is calculated both horizontally 
and vertically by the equation given below. 

1 1

1 [( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( ))]
2

N N

h h v v
i i

HD A i B i A i B i
N = =

= ⊕ + ⊕∑ ∑
 

Where ( )hA i , is the enrolled iris code in horizontal 
direction and ( )vA i  is the enrolled iris codes in vertical 
direction. And ( )hB i  is the input value of the iris code 
in horizontal direction, ( )vB i  is the input iris codes over 
the vertical direction. N is total number of cell and ⊕  
means the XOR operator, its functionality is defined in 
the equation below. 

 {0,1}[ , ]x y x y x y⊕ = = ≠                      (5) 
A certain threshold value is given for comparing the 

patterns with the hamming distance calculated. If the 
hamming distance exceeds the threshold value then the 
patters or templates are not matched, thus authentication 
is not given and if the hamming distance is lower than 
the threshold value, the authentication is given. The 
threshold value is determined by checking all the 
possible values in trial and error method. In our case the 
threshold value previously set is 149.5 which give best 
result among all and error acceptance in the lowest. 

5. RESULT ANALYSIS 

Finally after verifying the time taken in execution and the 
elapse time and after analyzing the result of the 
sequential or serial processing and parallel processing of 
the traditional iris recognition  

 

Fig 10: Hamming distance v/s error 
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system, we can come to a conclusion that the parallel 
processing of the traditional iris recognition system is 
much more efficient computationally and more reliable 
to work with. The result analysis report says, CPU usage 
is more than 95% (100% sometimes) and though it 
degrades sometimes, the average CPU usage is not less 
than 90% in any point of time in case of serial execution. 
The memory usage is also higher as it uses only one of 
the cores to execute, other cores are idle. The execution 
time is more than 60 seconds (depends on the number of 
images stored in the database) when it works with 50 iris 
image database. These implementation issues are the 
barriers in the sequential iris recognition system. But if 
we implement it in a parallel way with the parallel image 
processing toolbox in MATLAB using the parallel for 
loop and activating pmode and matlabpool open 
command the system usage is expected to   degrade from 
100% to 50% and the memory usage should also be 
lesser in the parallel approach. Comparing the system 
execution time with the sequential system we also 
recognize that the execution time is also lesser in the 
parallel approach as compared with the sequential 
approach. Hence the system is considered to be an 
computationally efficient parallel system. 
The performance evaluation of proposed system was 
measured by the two error rates such as FRR and FAR. 
False Acceptance Rate (FAR) is the ratio of images 
accepted wrongly to the total number of images tested 
upon. False Rejection Rate (FRR) [2] is the ratio of 
images rejected incorrectly to the total number of images 
tested upon. 
FAR(%)= 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡
          (6)   

 
FRR(%)= 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑡
          (7) 

 

 

Fig 11: Authentication results for hamming distance (FAR, FRR) 

We can measure the time difference between serial and 
parallel approach each time we increase the number of 
images in the database. But if we increase the number of 

images in the database the execution time does not vary 
from the case where lesser number of images was there 
in the database, and if at all it varies, the time difference 
is so small that it is almost negligible. The time taken in 
sequential approach for 750 images is varied from 190-
220 seconds. But in parallel approach for the same 
number of images the time taken is reduced to 10-15 
seconds. 
Let’s assume, for 1X  number of images the time taken is  

1Y  and for 1(2* )X number of images the time taken is

1 1(2* )Y Z− . Similarly for 1( * )n X  number of images, 

the time taken is 1 0 1( * ) ( .... )nn Y Z Z Z− + +  So 
execution time taken for n number of images is 
formulated as the equation given below- 

� X  
50

𝑛

= (𝑛 ∗ 𝑦) −� iZ

𝑖=0

𝑛−1

 

 (8) 

Where, x is the number of images varying 50 to n. n is 
the maximum number of images. y is the initial time 
taken for 50 images. z is the amount of time which is less 
than double of the time taken in previous case varying 
from 0 to (n-1).  
The table below shows the time taken in both serial and 
parallel approach for varieties of number of images 
ranging from 50 to 19840. By increasing the number of 
images in the database the execution time also varies in 
serial approach and the time difference is bit lesser than 
the double of time taken in the previous execution. But in 
parallel approach the time difference for doubling the 
number of images is very small and it is almost 
negligible. 

Table 1: Number of images, time taken in serial and parallel manner 
Number of 
images 

Serial execution 
time 

Parallel execution 
time 

10 34  14.56032 
20 52  14.87778 
40 74  15.09722 
80 89  15.23412 

160 102  15.23421 
320 120  15.51243 
640 133  15.55521 
1280 154  15.65332 
2560 171  15.68422 
5120 193  15.69922 
1240 200  15.72112 
2480 218  15.87641 
4960 232  15.89546 
9920 254  15.98721 

19840 261  16.00213 
We can measure the time difference between serial and 
parallel approach each time we increase the number of 
images in the database. But if we increase the number of 
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images in the database the execution time does not vary 
from the case where lesser number of images was there 
in the database, and if at all it varies, the time difference 
is so small that it is almost negligible. 

 

Fig 12: Execution time taken in serial approach 

   
Fig 13: Execution time taken in parallel approach 

As we can see in the graphs that the execution time 
increases gradually when the number of images is 
increased, but in parallel approach it is not determined 
that the time is increased or not when the number of 
images are increased. Sometimes the change is so small 
that it is almost negligible. The parallel approach is 
efficient enough when the number of images is high, 
because when the number of images is doubled, the time 
taken is almost the same as in the previous case.   

 
Fig 15: Performance in parallel approach 

 

Fig 14: Performance in serial approach 

The system performance in serial is not well 
determined when the execution time or the number of 
images in the database is increased. In that case 
sometimes the performance is higher and sometimes it 
degrades. The performance is higher as the number of 
images are increased or in other words number of images 
per time unit in increased in the parallel approach. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The segmentation resulted in an accuracy of about 95%. 
The most efficient edge detection method found is the 
canny’s edge detection method and hence used with a 
positive constant upper and lower bound value. For 
normalization daugman rubber sheet model is used to 
normalize the image and to make it constant. Sun based 
feature extraction is used for extracting feature and 
generating template and iris patterns in an efficient way. 
For verifying or matching purpose hamming distance 
method is used amongst other various methods like 
Euclidian distance etc. To make the system parallel, 
parallelizing toolbox is used with parallel for loop and p-
mode activation in MATLAB. All the existing methods 
are implemented in proper way both serial and parallel 
way. Finally after analysing the system performance and 
comparing the result or the system in both parallel and 
serial approach we can come to a conclusion that our 
system is computationally efficient in both the ways. 

7. FUTURE WORK 

Though the proposed system works efficiently in a 
parallel way, but still there are some places where further 
modifications can be done. Firstly, a camera can be 
attached with the system to allow the dynamic images in 
the system to work with authentication match and 
detecting unauthorised access. Liveliness detection is 
also one of the major problems associated with iris 
recognition system as camera is unable to check the 
liveliness of eye. Moreover the false acceptance rate 
(FAR) should be reduced than what is now. These 
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problems should be considered in the future work. The 
system should consider more on the CPU and memory 
usage as they are the main factor that should be reduced 
during parallel execution of the system by utilizing all 
the four cores of the processor. In this case the system is 
parallelised by modifying the for loops to parallel for 
loops in MATLAB and executed in four CPU cores. In 
future the system may give even much more efficient 
results if it runs on more than 4 cores (can be considered 
up to 16 cores of the CPU). So the image acquisition and 
the parallel execution are the two fields where further 
modification can be done in future for betterment of the 
system. 
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